
   
 

The Midwest Regional League (MRL) mission is to provide the highest standard of 

competitive play for youth teams in US Youth Soccer Region II (the Midwest 

Region) and to assure the continued growth and development of elite level 

players.  

How Do Teams Qualify for the Midwest Regional League (MRL) through Illinois 

Youth Soccer Association? 

Illinois Youth Soccer Association (IYSA) has established the following guidelines for 

the selection process for teams wishing to play in the MRL 

 Teams need to qualify for MRL each season 

 Teams must have played in previous year State Cup 

 Teams must be registered and play in the current year State Cup 

 Teams must be registered and in good standing in an IYSA affiliated 

league 

 Teams that play in U.S. Youth Soccer National League are given 

preference in the selection process for MRL. 

 Teams that retain status in MRL Premier I Division or Premier II 

Division are given preference in the selection process for MRL. 

 Teams who competed in the MRL Premier Divisions the immediate 

prior season are given preference in the selection process even 

though their previous performance may have caused them to have 

been relegated. 

 Teams finishing in the final four of the previous year IYSA State Cup 

will be given preference in the selection process but are not 

guaranteed to be selected for MRL. 

 Team results in the IYSA State Cup will be given preference over 

normal league play. 

 

 



   
 

 

 Teams’ previous results in the MRL will be taken into consideration. 

 IYSA understands that teams have special considerations, therefore 

all teams applying will be considered for placement in the MRL 

 When MRL offers a MRL Qualifying Division during a fall season, 

there could be promotion and relegation for teams between MRL 1st 

Division and the MRL Qualifying Division based on the Division results 

by IYSA. This is not automatic and is not a function of MRL but of 

IYSA. 

 For the youngest age applying for MRL, please see the information 

regarding the IL MRL Qualifying event for 2004 or latter birth year for 

the 2016-2017 season. 

o License Requirement for Coaches (Verification Required) 

 At least one coach on a team's MRL roster must hold at 

a minimum a US Soccer National "C" License (or 

equivalent) as the minimum coaching qualification. 

 The MRL Technical Committee will review all applications from all 

states and determine which teams gain entry for that season. 

 Please go to www.midwestregionalleague.com for complete 

Midwest Regional League information. 

 

 

Other areas of consideration: 
Roster Continuity:  

Illinois Youth Soccer reviews the rosters of all MRL applicants. Even though 
MRL does not have the same requirements for player continuity, Illinois 
Youth Soccer expects that teams returning to the MRL are the same team. 
Teams with less than 50% of the players returning are given the 

http://www.midwestregionalleague.com/


   
opportunity to provide a statement to the IYSA and the MRL Technical 
Committee for consideration during the selection process. 

 

  

  

How Do I Qualify for U.S. Youth Soccer National League? 

• Teams need to qualify for National League each year 

• Teams who finish in the top 4 of National League from previous season will 

automatically qualify for National League for the following season 

• Teams who win NCS Regional Championships from previous season will 

automatically qualify for National league for the following season 

• Teams who win MRL Premier Division I from previous season will 

automatically qualify for National League for the following season 

• Remaining spots to be assigned by National League Committee from teams 

that apply and played in the 4 Regional leagues. Exception - U15 division for 

2013/2014 season and U14 for 2014/2015 season will be selected from 

previous season State Cup 

• Please to http://www.usyouthsoccer.org/national_league/ for  

U.S. Youth Soccer National League information 
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